Editor's Preface
by Robed C. Morris
Robrrt C. Morris k Dmn, School of Educatiott, Ut~iaersityof Indionapolh,
l ~ ~ d i u r ~ ~ ~Indiurra.
~x)lis,

T h i s past Christmas was an exciting time with a new baby in the
house. I even had a few moments
to catch-up on some professional
reading. The 1991 PDK: ReflecP ~ r s o n a l y by
s 33 Dis4 Educattlrs dited by
Derek L.Burleson held a lot of my
attention. What 1found in that volume was a wealth of individual
perceptions and insights about the
occupation that links alI of us who
read journals such as Threshnlds.
The crmunon thread woven
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through these individual essays is
one of faith not only in our d u c a tional system, but in ocu society in
general. These educational scholars have witnessed the emergence
of an educational system that literally binds LLS together as one, and
their "reflections" are something
of a salute to that sy3tem.
One author, scholar, and distinguished educator, and probably the elder states-person of the
poup, did an exceptional job in
analyzing and summarizing
American education over the past
60 d d years. That much respected $Id humble gentleman is
Ralph Tyler. Professor Tyler notes
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how h~ his "own teaching and in
17bservations of other teachers, . . .
how easy i t is to get into a rut and
no Iunger be actively engaged in
studying the problems of education and the possibiljties for improvements." Tyler himself believes that as one remains active in
studying the problems of education and sharing with colleagues,
that possible solutions and remedies can be explored.
Ralph Tyler believes in fact
that the "public schools of the
United States have been relatively
effective in helping to develop
citizens for a democratic society."
Tyler bears witness that the
schools of today do face "new demands" and "new kinds of students." But Tyler's challenge is
that our schmls must make lasting changes in order to remain effective. The problem is that many
of the reform proposals for school
improvement "are being made
without considering the resources
required or the constraints under
which schools operate."
While reading this insightful
essay by Tyler, I receivd a Christmas card from him congratda ting
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my wife and I on the birth of our
bahy. In the card Ralph said he
would not be able to write an article for this issue of Thresholds.
and was very apologetic. In passing, he mentioned that he had had
heart failure in November and a
pacemaker installed to "keep his
heart pumping properly."
As I put the pieces uf this issue of
together and
identified appropriate authors
and topics, Ralph Tyler was on my
mind and in my prayers. 1 don't
like to think of Ralph not being
there with his strong voice of 1 7ti~
rnism for our educational system.
1 don't like to think of young schulars not being able to converse with
Ralph and walk away with a new
insight or new will. But most of all,
I don't like to think about Ralph
not setting the example and the
pace for all of us in the profession.
As the 21st century approaches and as we in education
consider how educational leadership is to take place in our schmls
and who will set the pace, my
hope is that we all remember
Ralph Tyler and his teachings.
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Introduction: Remembevin~R a l ~ hWinfredTuler
by Michael P. Wolfe
Michael P. WoIfe is Executive Director of Kappa Drlta Pi In tmatwnal, h f a y ~ t t ~ ,

Indiana.
D u r i n g the 1960's there were
several pronunent educators

wtlase writing and research influenced the way teachers worked
with students. Flanders, Bruner,
Medley, Combs, Hunter, Piaget,
Tvler and others providd new in~ i ' ~ hfor
t s educators intent on improving their instructional skills.
One of these distinguished
educators, Ralph Tyler, has remained active as author, speaker
and researcher whose insights
continue to urlpact the reform
movement in education. Dr. Tyler's contributions span mure than
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seven decades as a teacher, researcher, and administrator at
four universities. Dr. Tyler's role
as Director of Evaluation of the
Eight Year Study, 1934-42, established him as the authorityon testing and evaluation which continued in many future projects such
as Director, Center for Advanced
Study in the Behavioral Sciences
and Senior Consultant of Science
Research Associates.

Perhaps Dr. Tyler's greatest
legacy to education are his former
students and his generous philanthropy. Many current educational
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leaders have been recipients of Dr.
Tyler's teaching or scholarships
provided in his name. In 1976, Dr.
Tyler was named to the &stinpished Laureate Chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi. Annually, a Tyler
Schularship is awarded to a worthy doctoral student in Educational Evaluation, thus, providing
a legacy which will continue furever.
Dr. Ralph Tyler's wisdom of
the past continues to shape education in the present.
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Technology, Computers and Changingthe Face of
by Rodney T.Hovater and John F. Crea
Rodney T . Hovater, is IBM Georgia State Education Advisor, Atlanta, Georgia.
John F. Crea, is IBM Savannah Location Manager, Sawnnah, Georp.

Providing quality education is
arguabIy 6 e singie most important issue facing our country.
During this decade, t&hnology in our schools wdl be one of
the keys to educational quality.
Technology has proven to be a tool
which can help lower dropout
rates, enhance student achievement and, most importantly, raise
self-esteem. At the same time,
technology in the classroom can
inspire teachers and provide them
with more time for what they do
best: teaching.
Classrmm
technologycomputers, networks, educational
software and the rapidly growing
number of multimedia tools-is
effective because it is consistent
with today's video-based, visually oriented society.
Consider that by the time a
child enters school, he or she has
spent an average of 6,000 hours in
front of a television. Upon graduation, that student would have
watched 20,000 hours, yet only
spent 12,000 hours in the classroom.
Tday's teachers must compete with these influences. In effect, their mission is to make learning as interesting and exciting as
MTV. Classroom technology has
the same visually intriguing qualities as television and captures students' attention, enabling them to
keep their minds a n task.
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The Teacher as
Facilitator
Computers and multimedia
technology stimulate more senses
than traditional teaching tmls.
Students become active workers,
rather than passive listeners, and
teachers become the true facilitators of learning.
Technology dramatically enhances the professional role of the
teacher. The teacher becomes the
manager of the educational prwess. Technology provides more
npportunities for individualized
instruction and more opportunities to teach creatively, motivate
and inspire.
These benefits were cited by
educators in 1989when IBM commissioned a survey of 1,100 teachers to determine their use of and
attitudes toward computers.
The survey revealed that 75
percent of those who responded
believed that using computers allowed them to spend more oneon-one time with their students. In
addition, 74 percent of the respondents felt that using computers in
the classroom allowed them to be
more creative in their instruction.

A D amic
corn ination
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Teachers t d us that the
proper baining unlwks the doors
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to the world of technology for
them. They become excited about
using these new tools. And technology, fused with a teacher's enthusiasm, is a dynamic combination-ne
that motivates students
to learn. Technology, fused with a
teacher's enthusiasm, is a dynamic combination.
This excitement is shared by
principals, adminisbators, and
superintendents.

Technology's Second
Wave
As we approach the year
2000, networked computers,quality educational software and multimedia tools used in the classrmm for dad y instructionin virtually all subjects will become a
widely-used educational model.
We have seen the start of this
trend, which builds on the past
decade's model of computer laboratories. Historically, students
have been taken from their classrooms to labs for computer literacy courses or to improve upon
the skiLIs they lacked. In many
cases, laboratories have been used
for remedial instruction. But as
educators have seen the effectiveness of computers in remedial
education, many also have seen
the value of incorporating compu ters in the classroom to head off
learning problems before remediation is needed.
3

Thus in the second wave of
educational technology we see
more and more network4 computers being installed in classrooms and used to teach many
subjects. Using these networked
computers, teachers can work as
classroom managers and can focus more on individualized instruction. Teachers can better
challenge tday's students by giving individual assignments and
monitoring their success from
their own computer workstations.
In every class, the makeup of
students includes the fast-paced
learner, the slow-paced learner
and many students in between.
With computers in the classrmm,
the advanced student can progress, linuted only by fris own
ability. The slower learning classmate can idso progress a t his pace,
withoilt e~nbarrassment or cri ticism. Regardless of each studen t's
ability, they are learning. And b e
cause they are learning, their selfconfidence and self-esteemare enhancd.
Tangible, measurable results
in student performance are being
realized every day that are directly attributable to technology.

Adapting Technology
Incorporating technology in
the classroom is challenging for
teachers. Rather than reciting less o r ~in mathematics, language
arts, science and other curriculum
topics, small-group instruction
and interaction can take place:
Some students can explore the
topic at hand through a computer
program while others work individually or with assistance from
the teacher.

In an enviromlen t where the
teacher manages the education
process through computers, a
great sense of satisfaction is realized not only in the a r n o ~ ~of
n tinterest the students have in the
classroom curriculum, but dso in
the amount of time saved in administrative duties. In this decade,
classroom administrative and instri~ctionalsystems will come together within a single schml network. And in this environment,
the teacher is rewarded.
Computers in the classroom,
including a workstation for each
teact~er,can make necessary grading and reporting tasks much easier and less time-consuming. Educational software specific to teaching responsibilities-reporting
student progress, attendance, special programs and tracking learnU I outcomes-an
~
be made available at the touch of a finger on the
educator's desk. Administrative
computer programs can replace
grade books and stacks of papers
to grade that often accompany
teachers to their homes at night.
Whether computers are used
for administrative or instructional
activities, teachers welcvme tmhnology to the classroom hecause j t
empowers them. Until recently,
technology was used minimally in
the classroom. Instead of being
used to its fullest potential, the extent of technology's use was limited to basic audiovisual aidsfilmstrips, chalkboard, and bansparencies.
Today, computers equipped
with vivid color graphics, sorlnd
and motion video, integrating
videotape, laserdiscs, compact
discs, large-screen television
monitors a i d other technology,
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enable teachers to use multimedia
presentations to enhance their lessons. Students, who have become
so accustomed to such fascinating
technology through activities like
Nintendo games, find that classroom technology stimulates their
creativity and motivation.
The classroom environment
also changes with the opporttl~uties technology, such as multimedia, brings. just as the teacher's
professionalrole evolves to that of
classroom manager, the student's
function in the education process
becomes that of active participant.
How much more exciting it must
be to explore, for example, the soIar system through multimedia
software tmls rather than sunply
observing the planets through s d
photos and filmstrips.

Working Towards the
Future
Technological advances such
as multimedia and networking
computers for administrative and
instmc tional use make it apparent
that the classrmm is changing in
many positive ways. And what
more positive results cco~ddthere
be than students getting excited
about learning and teachers heconling increasingly more motivated ant1 creativethrough cornpu ter-assisted instruction?
Classroom technology is
bansforming education-in the
w a y teachers teach and students
learn. They have embraced the
technoloby challenge and the
clnssrcw~mof the '90s is most assuredly an exciting and progressive place to be.
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The Teachinn Culture and Classroom Computer Use
Rick A. Breault
Rick A. Breault is Assistant Professor of Education, Dqartment of Teachw
Education, Unimsity of hdianapolis, Indianapolis,Indiana.
Interactive video, CD-ROM,
videodiscs, interstate computer
networks, distance edttcationthe future of the schools.When we
think of the implications of technology for the schmls, those are
the ideas that come to mind. When
we think of the leaders in tIus technological revolution in the schools
we think of computer and software manufacturers, research
universities, and telecommunications companies. When we think
of barriers to the advance of technology in the classroom, we think
of teachers and America's plodding school system. As Jesus wept
over Jerusalem, sc) do the hghtech messiahs wail over the
school's consistent reluctance to
respond to the private sector's attempts to save our souls. The entertainment industry, the information industry, the government,
even the fast f d industry have
given themselves whole-heartedly to the new religion; why do
you stubborn teachers resist? The
answer is simple. To extend the
religious analogy, the high-ter.11
missionaries have tried to convert
educators in ways similar to those
used by early explorers of the New
Wmld--convert or else.
As a result of years of outside
cclntrol and tinrealistic expec tations, a powerfill defense mechanism has evolved within the
teaching profession. That defense
is in the form of a teachng culture
which has often been accused of
bdng overly conservative, selfpmtcctive, lachng in creativity,
and anti-intellectual (Goodlad,
1
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1984, 1990; Jackson, 1968, 1986;
Perry, 1935; Lortie, 1975; Ost,
1988). Although those traits are
typical of txw many teachers and
schrmls, the proble~n is not as
widespread as the media and
other detractors would lead us to
believe. Many teachers are reltrctant to incorporate yet another
new educational device into their
classrmms because the present
expectations and structure of o w
schools has become overwhelming and resbjctive, and meaningful support is nowhere in sight.
Theref(-we, if schnnl leaders are
truly c o m m i t t d to integrating
new technology into the dassroom, a number of cnnciitions and
concerns must be addressed.
While a whole array of technology
deserves attention here, for clarity's sake, I will only refer to computers throughout most of the discussion.

Becoming Critical
Consumers
If we want teachers to understand the true implications of
computers in the classrmm, they
must be given complete and honest information
the poten. . .about
tial
of that technology. Proclamations that warn
us to prepare our students for the
future job market by using computers in our classrooms are simplistic at b s t and dishonest at
worst.
I t [increased twhnology] may provide increased job opportunities
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for engineers, computer
operators, and robof technicians, but it also prornises to generate an even
greater number of low
level, service jobs such as
those of janitors, cashiers,
d service
clericals, and f
workers. And while many
more workers will be using computers, automated office equipment,
and other x~phisticated
technical devices in their
jobs, the increased use of
technology may actually
reduce the skills and discretion required to perform many jobs (Rumberger & Levin, 19W).
Even within high-tech industries that manufacture devices
SCIC~I as cornputas only onefourth of all cwcupations require
any substantial knowledge of
technology. M m t jobs provided
by those industries are in areas
such as clerical work, p d u c t i o n
or assembly. Michael Apple
(1988) has summarized the double-edged sword of technology in
the marketplace with the less-than
optimistic prediction that "what
we will witness is the creation of
enhanced jobs for a relative rninority and deskilled and boring
work for the majority". If the jobs
for which we are really preparing
our students are of a deskilled and
boring nature, then the existing
schools will do just fine.
Even if we dismiss the "get a
job" rationale, more than enough
persuasive reasons for integrating
5

computers into the curriculum remain. However, having granted
computers an important role in
the classrooms, a number of important questions remain; yuestions that must be asked by a uitical consumer: How will we guarantee equal access to and benefits
from technology to groups presently on the outskirts of the classmorn cumpu ter room-minorities, women, and lower socioeconomic groups (Apple, 1988;
Becker & Sterling, 1987; Anderson, Welch, &Harris, 1984; Sutton,
1991)? How can we move beyond
drill and practice applications for
the average or below average student? What other programs must
be cut to pay for the 'glamor' of
computerized education?Will yet
another form of illiteracy further
disadvantage students who are
biudened with too many labels dready? Will the technical logic of
the computer endanger a more
critical humanistic understanding? None of these questions are
meant to encourage antagonism
toward tmhnology, but as Apple
(1988)-from w hwe wcrrk these
questions are derivd-has reminded us:
Our task as ducatc7rs
is to make sure that when
it [technology] enters the
classrwm it is there for
politically, economically,
and d u c a t i n d y wise
reasons. . . . W e should be
very clear about whether
ur not the future it promises our students is real,
nut fictitious. . .. I t is trlore
than a little in~portantthat
we question whether the
wagon we have been
asked to ride on is going in
the right direction.

Provide Sufficient
Funding
Cmt is nearly always a sturnbling blcwk in attempts to reform
public education. But given the
imposing pricetags on much of the
new technology and the sheer
numbers of students that must be
served by our schmls, the issue of
financing is of special concern
when discussing this particular
type of reform. Unfortunately,
some of the more outspoken critics of our ?backward" schools
seem to have underestimated this
factor. Consider these statements
made by James Mecklenburger
(1990):

Those who lead
the c o m p ~ t e r
revolution in
education must
not only change
the attitudes of
teachers, but
those of the
people who pay
the bills.
There are hundreds of
schor~lsand tens of thousands of teachers today
who are reaping these significant benefits of information technology. But
there are more than
100,000
schmls and
nearly three million teachers who could be doing so.
Educators seem not to
have noticed, but among
the breakthrough technologies coning in the
1990s and beyond will be
Thresholds in Educfition

next-generation capabilities to distribute information-including all manner of electronic learning
opportunities.
Yes, there is certainly rampant mediocrity in many of our
schools and as Cuban (1986) has
pointed out, when it comes to
technology of any sort, the school
system is often resistant to change.
However, resistance to change
does not stop at the classrclclm
dmr.
Many, perhaps a majority, of
teachers have noticed the breakthroughs in ttxhndogy. Their
homes and cars are hlll of those
breakthroughs.Awareness crf and
access to are very different things.
A s M c k Jagger has noted, 'You
can't always get what you want."
Unlike the rrst of the song though,
many teachers do not even get
what they need. When Mecklenburger and others compare the
plodditlg pace of change in the
schc~llsto the rapid advances in
technology made by specialized
high-tech industries, they are
comparing the pmverbial apples
and oranges. When those indushies have to trait1 even severely
disabled employees for jobs they
do not want to do, accept anyone
who applies for a job, feed their
employees, operate in work settings which are often restrictive
and wen dangerous-all with a
budgetdetermined solely by what
the taxpayers will allow-then the
comparison will have validity.
Those who lead the computer
revolution in education must not
only change the attitudes of teachers, but those of the people who
pay the bills. Ultimately, taxpayers must finance whatever technological reform takes place in the
classrmm. If, however, the present funding dilemma facing
nearly every state is any indication of the taxpayers' willingness
to do so, we may have to wait a
long time for that reform. Even
February, 1992
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donations from conipu ter compateaclung. Neither wdl teachers benies or through local supermarket
come excited about and apply
receipt programs often tease more
someone else's packaged, "teachthan train teachers and students.
er-prrwf" materials. Teachers
Such programs remind me of the
must be p v e n a significant role in
"thoughtful" relative who gives a
planning computer integration
young girl her first Barbie doll.
and adequate support in irnpleFrom-that point on it is left to the
tnenting their plans. High-quality
defenseless parents to provide an
training alone will not be suffiendless supply of clothes, comcient. It must be follc>wedby longpanion dolls, cars, and houses to
term st~pportfor efforts at intesupport Earbie's extravagant lifegrating computer technology in
style. Cornpu ters do nut exist in a
the classroom. The kin J of bainvacuum. Unless some of thehe
ing and support being s u g g s t d
generous donors are willing to
here would have the following
stay around to provide thr ex t ~ n - qi~alities:
sive software a n d baining to bring
1.Training should be on-goin ,inabnu t genuine reform, 1 would alteractive, and at the teac ers'
most he tempted to say "Thanks,
convenience to whatever extent
hut no thanks" to their gifts. If yo11
possihle.
are going to abandon your baby
2. Release time and/or grants
on our doorstep, at least keep up
should be used to enccrurage
the child support.
more in-depth training of at
least a core group of teachers.
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Providing Support
and Training

3. Diuing training and laming, a
wide range of so b a r e and
t~arclwareshould be avaiIable
Research and theory as fCu
so that the teachers can deterback as Dewey has advocated givmine what best fits the other
ing the student a greater role in his
curricular goals of the school.
or her own learning. The present
revival of constructivism, coop- 4. A knowledgeable consultant
should become a regular fixture
erative learning, whole language
during
most planning sessions.
and the like is encouraging from
Giving teachers a significant
the perspective of unproving the
role in the planning prcess
meaningfulness of the yoilng
doesnot irn ly that they should
learner's education. Ironically,
be left an &eir own to irnplethose who have bwn chosen to
ment something they do not yet
teach those children and use those
understand.
theories have not been given the
Once a plan of implementasame courtesy. If children were
tivn
is prepared and the technoleducated in the sane way as their
is available the administraogy
teachers are provided with intion
must continue to provide
service training we wodd have to
support
for the teachers' efforts.
broaden our definition of an atThat
support
should incIude but
risk student to include most evenot be limited to:
ryone in kindergarten through
twelfth grade.
1 . Flexibledaily schedules to allow
Quality computer integration
more flexible planning.
in the classroom will not result
2. Updated software and continf r u t t ~one intensive halfday workued release or planning time to
shop or from a series of baining
provide
for adequate review
sessions held at 4:00 every
and selecticln of new materials.
Wednesday--after a full day of
February, 1992
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3. Flexible facility use so that
physical access to computers is
not overly inconvenient or time

consuming.
4. Freednm from the tyranny of

state and local testing which encourages a drill and practiceapproach to co~nputeruse and
consumes l a r ~ e mamounts of
classrnom time with rdatively
meaningless artivi ty .
Teachers, especially those
new to the field, are committed to
the integration of technology in
the classroom (Navak & Knawles,
1991); but they are also committed
to surviving and thriving in an increasingly con1plex professinn
over which they have IittIe control. Under the burden of an admirustration that is often resbiclive or hostile, ceaseless planlung
and grading, an effortto be creative, the emotional and physical
needs of thirty children, the struggle to build cotlegial reIatianshps
among staff members, and the
myriad other respor~sibilitiesof
the teacher, computer integration
is seldom at the top of one's priority list. This does not necessarily
imply a lack of abili ty or stubbornness an the part of the teacher.
Rather, it is a form of passive rebellion which should send educational leaders the message that if
mrnetlring doesn't change, nothing's going to change. The technnlr~gicalrevolution in the ciassroom
must begin with a human revolution in the sbucture of the schml.
A revolution which provides the
time, resources, and support to
move teachers beyond the role of
passive providers of software to
one in which they see themselves
as informed and creative interpreters of technology who are prep a r d to reflect an and reconstn~ct
it in the best interest of their students.
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Youth-&Risk: The Real Issue
by Desde Sharpe
Declie S h t p e is a Consultant for Sharpe Proems, Inc., Winter Park, Florrdn.
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of societv's units. includingdthe family the cnmmunity, organized relipon, and various social progams and agencies
(for the lack thereuf) have bwn
targets of bIme for those we now
cali at risk y~711th."
Let's 1tn)k at the
one unit must directly influenced
by educators-the
schcwA. In
nwny ways, at risk, alienated
youth are the natural by-product
of the school's mentality, its culture, as defined by the school's
form of governance.
At its worst, the American
school is a dictatorship. Much
more often, it is an oligarchy, i.e.,
rule by the elite. In the case of
schools, the elite are those who
have directly benefitted from and
been most rewarded by the system they govern-the elementary,
middle and secondary schools,
which prdonunately are geared
toward the valiles of Western culture, the two-parent middle and
upper class fanuly and those acadenucally and intellectually talented Imners who come to school
already motivated to learn.
Teachers, counselors and administrators are usually from the
fifteen to twenty percent of the
student body who made A's and
B's in this academically minded
culture, went to college and majored in ducation to prepare
themselves for employment in the
same system from which they so
recently emerged. No wonder
they believe so strongly in perpetuating the system-look what
it has done for them!
The others? The remaining
fifty to eighty percent? Well, vocational programs (some of which,
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thankfc~lly,are flourishing) and a
program of "general studies"
(which prepares no one for anything) are available for "those"
students tcl take. But one look at
gcaduatiot~ requirements, the
courses recommended by teachers and counselors, and those students who are held in high esteem
by the authorities will reveal the
mission of most schools as being
to hold intact the system that
made those in charge successh~l.

Although intended as a critique of bureaucracy, Michels'
work is a searching (and to some,
alarming) examination of the establishment of mietal values. It is
high tening to read Michels and
think of the youth to whom
schools are saying, "Be like us, or
be gone!"
If that sounds overly tmrsh,
one need only to consider that, until a few short years ago, the dropuu t was
to drop out, and
KO to work. Swondary schools
were intended for the "college
B e Like Us, Or Be
hound." If the others really cared
Gone
enough, they could get a high
school diploma ant1 then gc~to
The Italian sociologist Robert
work. But the mission of the
Michels, writing at the turn of the
schonl was to enroll graduates in
century, coined the phrase, "iron
college. Even today, some schools
law of oligarchy," i.e., those in
bmst their achievement only in
power will use their power to perterrns of college placement, the ulpetuate the system which has
timate achievement as defined by
brought them success. Thus
the ruling elite. Not that there's
emerges, according to Michels, the
anything wrong with college
bureaucracy.
"Bureaucracy,"
placement (except that the data
Michels writes, "is the sworn enought to cover t h e m of the story,
emy of individual liberty, and of i.e., what happens after the stuall bold initiatives in matters of
dent enters college), but what
internal policy. The dependence
about the others?
upon superior authorities . . . supPerhaps the percentages of
presses individuality and gives to
"at risk" are not that much higher
the society . . . a pettyboiugeois
than they were for the population
and phhstine stamp. The bureauat large twenty, thirty or sixty
cratic spirit corrupts character a t ~ d years ago. One consideration is
engenders moral poverty. In
the fact that, in the past, schools
every bureaucracy we may obwere not expected to serve the toserve place-hunting . . . arrogance
tal population at large. Failures
toward inferiors and wrvility towere counted from among those
wards superiors. . . . We may
who attended school. A large maeven say that the more a bureauc- jority of whole segments of society
racv is distinguished by its zeal . . went unnoticed in their absence.
. tllk more it will show itself to be
Secondly, our data collection
petty, narrow, rigid and illiberal."
systems are improving. We have a
better handle on the needs and
Thresholds in Education
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characteristics of those we are not
serving. Their numbers today are
truly alarming.Are the unserved
youth of the '90's different from
their crwn terparts of previous
decade^? Possibly not. Their emotional needs for approval, their
learning styles and the crwrelation
between their selfesteem and
their learning are probably comparable.
Are the '90's different? Delinitely! First, the risks for the "at
risk'' have expanded to include lethal dnigs and diseases. Teen
pregnancies and suicides have invaded the suburbs. The very lives
ot many "at risk" youth are now at
risk. Never has there been a more
crucial need to exarnine our delivery of educational services to the
total population.

without the qualifications lor advanced learning or the skills for
today's employment have ordy
welfare or a few dead-end, lowpaying jobs or illegal activities as
their choices for making a living.
Those we fail now are creating a
significant drain on dwindling
econornic resources.

An even more
serious threat to
our society is the
impact of the
uneducated on a

democracy.

The Issue Becomes
Increasingly Critical

Thomas Jefferson voiced the conviction. that "those who believe in
a democracy without [a strong
Families, conlmunitjes and
educational system] believe in
other societal entities are resburwhat never was and never wilI
turing. Adults spend less and less
be." Democracy, nlle by the govtime talking to, reading to and
erned, cannot survive unless the
praising children. Television is b e
vast majority of the governed can
coming a prime source of values
stand on their own two feet and
and role models. "Latch key" now
participate successfully and prodescribes over half the nation's
ductively in our communities,
youth. If many children today are
homes, workplaces and voting
to learn success and self-esteem,
bmths. People who are unable to
they must do it a t school. ln terms
read, compare, analyze and evaluof healthy, happy human lives, ate are dangerous voters. People
those we fail now have few other
who cannot hold a job cannot
support systems on which to rely.
benefit from all the advantages of
The economic burden of edua detnocracy. One cannot be very
cation's unserved is costly. Now,
fie on a welfare check. Whether
more than wer before, there is no
or not democracy and our ecoplace for the drop-otit to drop to.
nomic system as we have known
More than half of the jobs of the
it can survive into the 21st Cen'50's could be filled by unskilled tury may well depend on how
labor. The majority of today's jobs
well we meet the needs of all
require advanced technical skills. America's youth . The foremost
That's not "changing a spark
challenge facing the U.S. today
plug;" that's reading a diagnostic may not be global economjcs or
computer. Even the military has
global politics, as important as
gone "hi-tech."Vast unskilled emthose are. Rather, it may he the
ployment opportunities are hispreervation and health of its
tory. Those who leave schoc~l most endangered sp~ies-its opThresholds in Education

t h i s tic, @-oriented, prepared,
purpowful and proud young people.

"At Risk" Force
Reexamination of
System And Its
Purpose
So the real issue is one of philosophy-who are schools committed ti7 serve, and how do we
best serve them? If we are to serve
aU youth, theironlaw of oligarchy
must be challenged. Diversity
must be valued; it must guide the
learning experience of everv
youngster.
Perhaps the problem comes
not from "at r i s k youth hogging
duwn the system, hut from a system bogged down by its own definition, of success. Programs (if
study, course content, structure
and o u tcnmes must be diversified
and individually tailored to meet
the needs, tale11ts and aspira tions
of the total popidation. The exciting new findings validating differences in learrklg styles and
modes must find their way into
the curriculum and the instnlction
of every classroom. Every kid, to
paraphrase Leon Lessinger, must
truly become a winner, extending
the concept of Special Education's
individualized Educational Plan
(IEP) to all learners.

?

Who Are The Youth
at Risk and How Do
We Help?
Rather than using demograpluc or behaviord descriptors,
the author takes a "change agent"
approach to defining "at risk."
Through experiences at both encis
of the mio-econom ic specbum,
the author defines "at risk yc~uth"
a s those young people who have
n o visir>nsfor their own future, no
skills or plans for getting there and

+
1

no belief in their abilities to make
a differencein their own or others'
lives.
What makes them "at risk?"
They have, for whatever reason,
been failed by the system to which
their young lives have been entrusted: their dysfunctional families, comrnuni ties and schools.
What can schmls do to make
u p for the failure of other swietal
t ~ nts?
i W e can teach for success in
a broad range of achievements.
We can focus on a positive appreciation of t h e unique talents and
contribu tirjns of each learner, first
in our own minds and then in the
mind of each c l d d and hs/her
family. W e can make every
youngster awarr of his/her own
worth and dignity, talents and
uniqueness. W e can structure opportunities for youngsters to contribute to the improvement of
their small corner of the world today, allowing them to demonstrate to themselves and others
that they are valuable now. We
can find and plan for each
learner's own area of giftedness.
We can help them explore
their communities and the world
around and beyond them and encourage them to begin to shape a
nussion, a positive vision for their
own lives. We can help them develop the s l d s and confidence to
implement that vision. And we
can be sure they leave our classroom, or our level of the educational system with the confidence,
skills and plans they need to connect successfully with their next
step in life.
Perhaps if we take learners
where they are and help them develop the skills, confidence and
plans for success (by whatever
definition is appropriate for
them), then we can eluninate the
term "at risk." (Even the term itself implies a "misfit.") There will
dways be learners from the first
grade on who face more severe
challenges than others, but if the

school concentrates on each student's co~npetenciesrather than
shortcomings, these challenges
become merely additional considerations in creating that cluld's Indiv id uahzed Educational Plan
(IEP).
Outcome based education
cocdd become the norm, i, e. ,taking the outcome of a successful
productive adult and organizing
the resources of the schml, cornmuruty, family and workplace to
achieve that outcome. In this scermrio, tweby-four learning (two
hacks oC a textbook and four walls
of a classroom) gives way to redlife experiences and interaction
with success through productive
rnles in the community and workplace. Bc~siness partnerships
mean more than contributing a
few computers; the community is
seen as an expansion of the classroom, providing sites for using
school-based content to solve real
life challenges, from upper elementary on.
What is being described here
is already happening in some outstanding schools combining academic and vocational offerings. In
a school that serves all learners,
vocationd options (especially
considering the "hi-tech nature
of today's workplace) are given
value and support equal to and
integrated with academic offerings. The two become one, because success in today's world depends on both.
To mandate the same courses
for all, regardless of life goals and
learning styles, is to reinforce the
image of success as the academically talented ruling elite have Irad i t i o d y defined it. In a buly
demr~raticeducational system,
there is no ene definition for suc-

cess.
Such schmls talk about their
percentages accepted into the
m i l j tary, post-secondary technical
schcwls and the workplace with
the same enthusiasm with which
Tkreshoids in Education

If schools are t o
serve everyone,
including those
"at risk," the
value and dignity
of each individual
must be honored
by the system and
evey o n e within

the system.
they cite college placements. They
keep track of their alumni and
honor all equally. The ninth
grader whu moves frclnl a fourth
grade reading level to an eighth
grade equivalency in six months is
given an "A" with a description of
his/ her achievements, just as is
the senior who comptete a comparative analysis of political
movements in the 1900's. The curriculuni becomes truly competency -based.
The student who takes electronics and machine shop is encouraged to take higher level
math courws to complement
hs/her vocational achievement,
just as is the student who pIans to
major in physics at State U. The
mechanically Gted craftsperson
holds prestige equal to that of the
i n t d e c t u d y , cognitively gdted
poet. The socially grfted is rewarded and recognized for his/
her talents, as is the artistically
and creatively gifted. The carpentry student is valued the same as
the star achiever in the world history class. In other words, those
studying for technical careers are
as important as the aspiring historians, scientists and doctors. To
deny or belittle participation in
one or more areas of endeavor is
to stimulate alienation, to create
our own contributions to the "at

risk" population. (John Goodlad,
in alluding to the same problem,
remarked that "the society that exalts philosophers and humbles
plumbers is in trouble; neither
their pipes nor their philosophy
wiH hold water.")
The strong service companies, McDotlald's, the Disney and
Six Flags parks, as well as military

arld technical sct~ools,often take
rejects from the traditional educational system and train them into
proud, productive citizens. They
do it by giving them a vision of
their own importance to a mission
they collectively define as important. Using that vision of impor-

tance and productivity, they challenge and train for success. These
organizations value diversity and
capitalize on the strengths of each
learner. They define success very
broadly, in terms of outcomes,
rather than processes.

"At Risk" Presents
Healthy Challenge
The "at risk" popuhtion demands that schools and eclucatc>rs
do the m e , that they f r ~ u s011
outcomes and rwxunine who is
served and how well. To apprmch
the n e d s of "at risk" youth by

limited programs and one-shot
projects is comparable to rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic. The "at risk" population
presents us with a chalIenge and
an opportunity to rethink the
whole structure of schooling in
America, from the classrcmm in
the rural community to the
teacher preparation program at a
prstigious university. Let's not
let them down. The iron law of
oligarchy, as it applies to the expectations and operations of
schmls, must be declared unconsti tu tir'lnal !
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Pmenting the Childfrom Becoming an At-Risk
Student
by Jane Hersey
Jane Hmry is Ext-cut ive Director, TIMFeingold Association of the United States,
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T h e recent announcement of the
decline in SAT scores is the latest
in n series c)f gloonly signposts as
the education of young people in
the United States kavds a b u m p y
road downhilI.
Thousands of eighteen year
olds who will leave school without the ability to write well or
solve a basic math problem remain a puzzle for the educational
cormnunity. Hands are wrung
and reasons are offered, but they
are the same reasons suggested a
decade ago. When h k s on this
are written in the p a r 2001, will
educators be any more receptive
to new ways of looking at the
problem, or will the education of
American young people be in an
even more desperate condition?
Americans like to throw
money at problems, but that does
not guarantee a solution. Business
Week noted, "In recent years, a
cruel paradox has been bedeviling
observers of the U.S. education
system: On the one hand, statistics
indcatc that the U.S. spends more
on edr~cationon both a per-student basis and as a share of national income than virtually all of
its major industrial rivals. On the
other, numernus international
comparisons of students' skills reveal that Americans are badly deficient in most areas of learning at
a time when education and training are becoming an increasingly
critical factor in determining national competitiveness"

Week. 1/29/90).

Suggested causes for our
educational dilemma include
"stress", our fast-paced life, TV,
single parents, divorce, crime,
drugs, and the entire litany of domestic social ills. These factors
may play an important role in the
decline of our children's ability to
learn, but they are not the only
reasons.
Instead of concentrating on
the world outside the student,
consider the possibility that his internal environment may be the
critical factor. And rather than focus on millions of troubled adolescents, let's look at just one child at
risk, and let's call him Michael.
Michael's academic failure began
long before the first day of schml;
it began even before he was born.
He may have tlad cards
stack4 against him ifhis father or
mother was a puor student and if
their problems are due to a genetic
variation that was passed on to
him.
M~chael'smother could have
exposed him tn nicotine, alcohol,
or even drugs while he was stdin
the worn b. She might have been an
unwed teen living in a city ghetto
or an affluent suburbanite whose
Lifestyle included beer, cigarettes
and sleeping pas.
An endless assortment of

chemicals and/or occupational
hazards (encountered by his father as well as his mother) could
play a part in predisposing Michael to many problems as he de-

velop s.

i
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After a diffici~ltlabor and
birth, i~dudingtetnporary oxygen deprivation, Michael enters
the world. I t is a world of potential
hazards for the child's cvlnerable
system. He is a fussy infant (and
his parents are unaware he is allergic tcr the milk in his formula, and
sensitive to the synthetic flavoring
in his vitamins). He becomes a
terrible two-year old (reacting to
lead dust from the paint in his
renovated house). At three he
shows signs of a developmental
delay (especially after he drinks a
"punch" colored with petroleumbased food dyes).
At age four he still doesn't
understand the difference between "before" and "after" (and
his confusion is greatest whet1 his
preschuol teacher wears perfume). At five he has night terrors
(which began one winter after his
parents purchased a kerosene
heater).
Six year old Michael can neither stay in his chair nor stand in
line. He has difficulty with even
simple tasks, but is worse after
lunch (especially when he drinks
chmoiate rrulk). He rweives rewurce help, b u t seems to forget
what he learned the Iast time he
met with the LD specialist.
Michael faces a bleak future;
lie won't complete high school
and will have difficulty even filling out job applications.
If we backtrack to Michael as
an infant, it becomes apparent that
many of the substances which

triggered his reactions were
avoidable. Once these irri tams are
identifid they can be removd,
and when they are removed, Michael can h n c tion more n o r n d y .
Perhaps under improved conclitians he will graduate from high
school, receive some additional
training, and become a productive
adult.
Michael is a hypothetical
cluld,and one which isat high risk
for school failure. There are thousands of real children who would
have been considered to be at risk,
but have overcome sinular challenges to bcxome sr~ccessfulstudents/ young adults.
Stephen is a good example.
His parents were horrified to hear
the evduation of their three year
old son. Stephen, they were told,
had "the 1.Q. of a dog." They were
cautioned to expect the worst and
prepare for it. But the due prediction never came about because his
parents' search for answers was
successful. They were able to identify and find help for their son's
problems, and by the time he was
eight, Stephen's superior intelligence proved to be a challenge for
his teachers.
Chris was a classic hyperactive ADD child in elementary
~chool,but he graduattld from
high school as a National Merit

Commended Scholar with a GPA
above 4.0.
Lita was a hyperactive toddler, sufferingat times from hallucinations. Today she is a prelaw
student at a competitive college.
Mark got all the way to fifth
grade unabIe to read or spell. By
the end of the school year he was
nearly at grade level.
Kathy suffered from psychomotor seizures and clften displayed violent behavior. Her parents' effortshave m a bled Kathy t~
live normally, free of seizures, a1c1
to graduate from cnllege.
These children have different
stories, but with one common
thread. Each of them had parents
determined to find the cause of
their child's problem and to deal
with it. The parents include a physician, register4 dieti tjan, learning disabilities consultant, physical therapist, and registered nurse.
They received b a d itional training
in their respective fields, but none
found their answer in the baditional treatment of learning and
behavior problems: behavior
modification and stirncdant rneciicine.
Stephen, Chris, Li ta, Mark
and Kathy were all found to be
sensitive to certain f o d s and synthetic f ~ u dadditives-particulady those made from petroleum.

Their parents observed improvements when these things were removed, and a recurrence of symptoms when they were added back.
The diet management which
helped these children was not a
miracle cure. It rquired a certain
amount of effort on the part of the
p a r e n t ~ f f o r they
t
considered
weLl spent. Some of the youngsters benefited from additional
help, particularly for a residue of
learning disabilities. But in each
case, it was the child's inner environment, not the external world,
wluch was the critical factor.
Parents o f cMdren such as
these succeed by remaining open
to new ideas. They used a program because it wc~rked, even
though scientific studies had not
yet been conducted.
Today, the scientific documentation is available. Dclubleblind placebo co~~bcltled
studies
which support det managw~ent
for at-risk children have been publistled in respected mehcal journals.
A non-profit orga~~ization,
conlposed of professionals and
parents offers prac tica I in formation on how their research and experier~cecan be used to help atrisk students.

Note.
For a professional packet contact:
Tlie Fei~~gcrld
Association of
the United States, P.O. Box
6550, Alexandria, VA 22306.
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Discipline Through the School's Cum*alum
by Robert C. Mowk
Rohwt C. Morris is Dean, School of Educntiotr, University of Cndianaplis,
ltrdianapolis, Indiana.

O p i n i o n polls conducted bath
by public pollsters such as the Gallup Poll and educational groups
M e the National Education Association (NEA) continue to demonstrate that our public s c h r ~ d ' slack
of consistent discipline is education's biggest problem and parents' number one concern. Survey respondents report year after
year that discipline is the number
one prc~blemo f the schools. The
seriousness of the discipline issue
is rwapuzed throughout society.
Sorne feel the reverberations are
llelping,to wither away at our own
citizenstup and that a disciplined
educaticlnal standard is essential
for a more disciplined society.
Classrcwm discipline is also
viewed as a growing problem by
most educationists: administrators, boards ofeduca tion, supervisors and teachers. They fwl discipline is one of the more or most
important responsibilities connected with schml work. Without
the power to control, a teacher is
out of place in his/her classroom.
Nn teacher can teach a class that is
out of control, and once the students realize that the teacher cannot control the classroom, his/ her
reputation begins to decline.
Administrators agree that the
greatest single cause of failure
anlong teachers is poor classroom
contrc~l.Studies show that beginning teachers have more problems
with cliscipline that any other activity. Weakness in discipline accounts for 25%of all teachers' failures ( k z ychodzin, 1981). Supervisors of prospective teachers list
problems with discipline as stuFebruarv. 1992

biggest headaches.
well-disdpbned classroom cnnLikewise, beginning teachers necforms to an authoritarian view of
essarily must place a high priority
order and discipline when chilo n classrmm discipline.
dren sit up straight and speak arlly
Placing a high priority on
when spoken to or recngnizd.
classroom discipline is a result of
One of the traditional concept's
its influence on two of the most
chief characteristics was the reimportant aspects of teachers'
pression of students' interests and
professional lives: first, how well
ideas through threats of corporal
their students develop personal
punishment.The success of teachand cognitive skills and second, ers was measured by the number
how much they mjuy teaching.
of whippings they gave. Parents
This concern of teachers over Jis"expected" teachers to use this
ciplne is not stuprising since tiley
type of punishment, perhaps to
are usually the first to feel its efrelinquish some of their own duty
fects. In the initial NEA Nationof disciplining their own children
wide Teacher Opinion PoU in nr to possibly have someone else
1979, it was reported that a n estito blame if the child was not discimated 110,000 teachers, one in
plined enough. This traditional
twenty, have been physically atconcept of discipline as the "untacked by students at least once,
questioned submission to authorand 11,000 of these teachers reity" continued through the first
quired medical attention for
two decades of this century.
physical injury. From these at"Friogessive or New Educatacks, ten percent were serious
tion" emerged during the 1930s
enough to cause teachers to miss
and peaked hi the 1940s. miring
sc h m l to recuperate. Of this group
this period, school interests
10,000 teachers required psychoshiftd hrrn contentrentered to
logical attention for emotional
child-centered. The powerful
b a u n ~ aThe
. report also estimated
"motivation of learning" was the
that 5,000,000 teachers, or one in
high point of this educational
four,had personal property dammovement. For progressives, discipline was expected to come from
aged or stolen. Seventy-five perwithin the child as a natural concent reportd that discipline problems impaired their teaching ef- currence to learning Wnute and
fectiveness. Many of the teachers
Karpas, 1963). Their philosophy
and ideas of discipline survived
surveyed stated that their schml
the dreary depression years, but
did not provide enollgh assistance
World War 11 proved to be too
in dealing with discipline proba swain. During this period
lems (NEA, 1974). Other f ~ ~ l l c ~ wgreat
the steadfast influence of the farnup studies since 1979 have reily began to decline as fathers
ported similar results.
went off to war and mothers
The concept of discipline has
found jobs in factories. The post
great1y c h a n g d over the last 100
years. The baditional view of a
war p e r i d seemed to continue to
dent teachers'
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aggravate the situation as inflation pressured mothers into continuing to work while still finding
time to create a baby boom. These
factors compounded the problems
in American education as children
now had little or no wurce of discipline at home or in the class-

room.
These circumstance3 spiraled
until a renewed interest in Ameri-

can education emerged with the
successful launching of the
USSR's Sputnik 1 in the 1950s.This
achievement in Soviet technology
created confusion and concern in
the American society. h e d i a tel y, generali7,ations emerged
that the Soviets were beating us
into space because they had more
and better scientists, and that this
w a s a result of their schmIs that
were concentrating on science ;ind
mathematics. This dilemma d timately led to a period of rapid
change and excitement in h n e r i can schmls (Knute and Karpas,
1963). The U.S/ U.S.S.R. technological race now entered the public schools through the vehicle of
new math and "new" science. The
issues surrounding discipline
were once again put on the back
b ~cmer.
Tlus negligence of dealing
with discipline problems con tinued through the "humanism" of
the late 1960s a ~ l dearly 1970s.
There were so little order and
structure in the ciassrmm arena,
that chaos was often the result.
Reaction to the Vietnam War, the
arms race, and a general "moral
lmsening" of society caused
many teachers during the 1970s to
begin to push for more freedom
within the classrocrm as a component of classroom instruction. The
students were pven freedom for
self h~struction and individualized activities. Educators ass u m d that by allowing students
t c ~fclUow their own interests, that
they woidd become excited and
interested by the learning experi-

ence. No wonder American eduTable 1 is an arranged model of
cationd views on discipline today
these approaches and their supporting educational strategies.
are soconfused when linkmi to the
Progressives of the first half of this
This model format places the incentury and their ideas of linking
structional apprcmch to discipline
learning experiences to promote
in the center. I t views the teachers'
discipline. By the late 1960s many
primary role as that cjf providing
educators had come to believe that
students with intersting, well orlittle or no discipline would ultiganized individual instrtlction
and believes that discipline is demately promote learning. Obviously, ~iucatcirsof the 1970s and
pendent upon a tight curriculum.
1980s faced disillusionment and
Most educators will agrw that this
chaos surrounding rliscipline isis a vabd base for responsible dissues.
cipline. To the left of the instrucIndividual classrmm discitional approaches are the more
pline continued to receive high inhumanistic/interactive
aPterest and concern during the
proaches and tn the right are the
more structured, control-oriented
1980s. The major question during
methods.
this past decadewas which type of
discjpLint--traditional,
at1thoriThe hurnanistic/interactive
tarian, clr a type of discipline
side of the continuum includes
geared toward behavior m d i f icaThomas Gordon's "Interactive/
tion-is the best to pursue? Deinterpersonal Strategy" and Wilspite the efforts of open education,
Liam Glasser's "Prrjblem Solving
progressive education and huApproach" to discipline. In his
manistic education, the image of
-,kob
the classroom as a ha ttalion com- ing, Thonias Gordon proposed
mand post still persists. This
three r n e t h d s of resolving conauthoritarian view of discipline is
flictive behavior. Two methods
dwply ingained in the mytholrely on the power of sbuggle and
result in a win or lose situatiim.
ogy of education ( L e h a n h n ,
1981). This is probably due to heThe third method relies on the delievirlg that order is necessary for
velopment of tweway communiteaching and can only be achieved
cation between the teacher and
by "taming children" and that
student so that n 0 0 1 1 ~loses in the
authoritarianism does not stifle solution to a y rr bblenl. William
individuality and critical thinkGlasser's article on "Ten Steps to
ing. These i ~ ~ d i vual's
i d profess beGcKKJ. Discipline" in
havior mc~dification as an aptinn DigW proposes redirection
proach to discipline. This, of
of student misbehavior by helping
cuurse, is a behavior modifier, but
stucter~ts recognize an underlying
in ttus article behavior rnodif~ca- problem and establishing an
ticin will refer to those preventive
agreement with the teactler fdr
ciiscipline plans that encourage
solving it. An example he uses fopositive student behavior.
cuses on class meetings where
"Available schcxd discipline
misbehaving s h d e n t s are proplans r u n the gamut from prevengressivel y imla led until the probtive to punitive" (Gary, 1982)- lem is resolved.
There are currently five major
At the center of the model is
classrmn~ dscipline strategies
the instructional approach where
which have successfully been
Madeline Hunter and Paul Carlused in schmls. These strategies
son's book, lmprcwin.9 YQU
are interactive, interpersonal,
B e h m h , outli~~es
a fourstep rtidorcement theciry based
problem solving, instructional
and behavioristic punishment.
on observatio~iand analysis. After
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Table 1

James Dobson

*Junes,V.F. ar~d)ones, L

.

the problem is identdied, teachers
plan a reinforcement schedule to
determine
1, which positive behaviors they

want the children to continue,

2. those positive reinforcements
that work best,
3. those negative behaviors that
need to be changed, and
4. which negative reinforcements
must he avoided.

When a student is told to stop

a negative behavior, a pclsitive behavior must immediately he identified for them to follow.
To the right of the cnntinuum
are the structured, control-oriented methods. In his book, Disciut T e a f ~with P. Cassel, Rudolph Dr&urs identified
four misbehaviors of children that
are chwacterizecl by a desire for
attention, power, revenge, or a
feeling of inadequacy. By diagnosing the root of the chdd's rnisbehavior, the teacher can hopefully
modify the child's nlativation for
misbehavior rather than the behavior itself. Lee Canter's Asser- . . ~ the most rigid
five D r s r ~ & is
and control-riented strategy of
the continuum. He classifies
teachers into three groups: nonasFebnranr, 1992

S

.

._
. . s,k s t o n , Mass., Allyn and Bacon, Inc. 1981, p. 13.
,

sertive; hostile; and assertive, and
proposes a discipline rnanagement system whereby teachers
can communicate their wants and
needs clearly. According to the
system the students are well
aware of the teacher's rules and
consequences for disruption and
know their wants and needs
clearly.
Thew five approaches to discipline vary widely, but research
shows that teachers have been
combining these methods, some
successfully, and some unsuccessfully. Some d the more popular
combinations of these approaches
include the following three types.
The first combined group simply
presents instructinnal material
geared towards the higherachieving students' p d uc tivi ty.
It presents a structurecl, punishment-oriented approach to controlling students who do not or
cannot positively respwid to the
instruction being given. This apprmch is unproductive, unprofessional, and usually leaves a
teacher unf ulMed. A second combination group employs interesting and individualized instructicma1 material and implements
more behavioristic methods for
maintaining appropriate behavTliresholds in Education

ior. Since this approach is based
on external motivation students
are often left with a major skill
deficit as well as little knowledge
on how to behave productively.
At least, how to behave productively when strong external controls are not present. The thud
combined group is the most successful in managing a dassrch~m.

It focuses on implementing interesting, individualized instruction
while coming to amploy an interactive and problem-solving approach to dassrmm discipline.
This method creates a positive,
supportive environment which
promotes learning and personal
growth Clones and Jones, 1982).
Crnderstanding these three
combined methods for incorporating the five most popular discipline strategies available is only
part of the discipline puzzle for
teachers. Further difficulty arises
in bar~slatingthese concepts into
actual classroom practice. Table 2
is a possible model for outlining
the factors involved in developing
effective and responsible classroom discipline. The develupment and employment of corrective and preventive knowledge
and skills is the basis for establishing responsible classr~n>m
dis17

lis, Indiana; and High Point,
North Carolina. Students are sent
to these suspension centers for per i d s of time ranging from one period to several days, depending
upon the problem. The advanTable 2
tage to this approach is that the
eoublemaker receives individua!
counsel in^ while
discioline
can
keeping ;p with
merge. Changes
his/her studies,
aim-ed at creating
pclsitive student
and other stubehavior should
dents in the classoccur
in
the
rrncrn are not d s model's hierartracted from their
c h i d order. The
studies. While at
caution is that
a suspensiorr cenwhen teachers inter,
students
must maintain sitervene at the upper ertd of the hilence, eat lunch
erarchy
before
alone, and keep
laying a foundau p with regular
tion,
improveschoc~l assignment in student
ments. There are
behavior is usucounseling servally limit4 and
ices avidable for
short term.
shidents with seAcademic Needs
rious
behaviur
problenls. Parents (if youngsters at tlw center
*]ones, V.F., "School Discipline Problems and Solutions," PCBCtiCBL are required to atbl, September 1981, p. 17.
tend conferences
with their children tclday come from single-pardren and school officials, rather
ent families or homes where both
than simply getting a note from
S ~ m New
e
Directions
parents work. In any case, susthe s~hool.In 1980, at Ferndalt.
pending a child to an unsuperJunior High School in High Point,
for Discipline
vised home creates more probNorth Carolina, there were three
There are many new and suclems.
htr ndred traditional suspensions.
cessfd programs across the counThe fastest growing apIn 1981 an in-school suspension
~y that are witnessirlg long-terrn proach to handling problem stu- center was introduced and only
results to the problen~sof disci- dents is the "in-school suspension
eighty-five incidents of discjplipline. Four of these program are center," also known as "crisis
nary problems occurred (Kaerin-school suspension centers, alclassrrlnms," "time-out class- cher, 1982).
ternative schwls, behavior conrmtns," and "behavior mcdifica"A1ternative schmIs" now
tracting, and peer counseling,
tion centers." These centers are
operate in St. Petersburg, Florida;
operating in hundreds of school
which deal with disruptions such
St. Paul, Minnesota; Oxford, Masas rowdiness, insolence, tardiness
districts throughout the counby,
sac husetts; Wllmington, Delaand truancy. As always, infracincluding St. Petersburg, Florida;
ware; and Anne Arundel County,
tions such as assault and drug
Richmond, Virginia; Columbus,
Maryland. They are a more in tenabuse are turned over to the juveOhio; Houston, Texas; Ind ianapcsive method of handling problem

cipline. With this basis, teachers
need only to be careful when creating more positive student behaviors. By laying a solid foundation of preventive interventions at
the lower end of
the hierarchy and
by employing currective measures
at the upper end, a
kind of unified

a11thorities. The aim of using
these discipline approaches is to
keep the majority of disruptive
students in sc hml, rather than
sending them home. Many chil-

nile

t
g
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students. It is costlier than inschool suspension centers, but the
results are worth more than monetary figures. These schools offer
extensive counseling services for
problem children as well as remedial academic prty,rams for children who are behind in their
school work. The average student
attends the alternative schml for a
period of six to nine months before
returning to their regular school.
The classes focus on hasjc reading
and math skills wlule ernphasizing self-discipline. Unruly students at the school fiIl out forms
listing what they have done
wrong and their plan for improving this behavior. If no progress is
made, students are sent to an inschm~lsuspension center within
the alternative school. The learning center in Anne Arundel
County reported that two-thirds
of the sh~dentswho returned to
their regular classrooms over the
past five years have remained out
of troll ble (Kaercher, 1982).
El Camino High Schuol in
Sacramento, Califonua, is amung
many communities using "behavior codes and c o n b a c b " to s p d
out exactly what type of behavior
is expected of students and the
consequences of nnt honoring
thuse contracts. The written behavior contract covers matters
sucl~as getting to class o n time,
completing homework, and obeying rules of conduct. This contract
is signed by teachers, parents and
students. El Canlino officials say a
dramatic cllange in the student
discipline problems has wcurred
with the implementation of strict
behavior contracts. The emphasis

here is to create an orderly environment for the majority of student in a school.
Some communities such as
%a ttle, Washington; Cincinnati,
Ohio; and Salt Lake City, Utah,
are integrating peer counseling
into their discipline programs. In
Cincinnati, officials report that
peer counseling has helped a
number of services previously
linli ted by budget cuts. Services
include volunteers that are
bained in human relations workshops and offer their informal
counseling services to students
during lunch time. Also the use of
peer counseling services has suecessfully averted potential problem behaviors as well as provided
an outlet for those with identified
behavioral pmblems.
These new approaches for
dealing with dixiplinary problems are wondwful, but at the
core of the issue remains the
teacher and his/her ability to
iden tify behavioral problems.
Whether a school disbict itself
deals with these problems or not,
the teacher is the first to see the
problem occur. He/she must bein
a paition to ident* what is causing the problem, what student
neecis are not being met, what, if
anything, can be done to prevent
the disruptive behavior, how the
classrmm environment can be
changed or modified to promote
more productive behaviors and
what can be dclne tci deal with
those behaviors that are not being
influenced by preventative methods. It is up to the teacher to answer these questivns and direct

the problem student toward more
appropriate behaviors.
Too often the teacher is left
with the full responsibility for disciplinary action when parents
should be pIaying more of a leading role. Understanding that
many fnmilies are led by nnl y one
parent, or that both parents work,
is no real excuse for not teaclung
children how to behave properly
and rspect authority. Realizing
though there will never be a time
when all parents are proper disciplinarians, teachers must be ready
to guide and work with their students upon the first indication of
behavioral problems.
As far as knowing which approach for disciplining is the best
to apply in a given classroom, it
remains an individual decision for
the teacher. The hope is that teachers will utilize the variety of disciplinary strategies available to
them. Those who rely on strict
authoritarianism or on strict behavior modification may not
reach all their students. By Limiting the chsciplinary strategies
used rather than adapting strategies to emerging problems, a
molding process takes place
rather than a correcting. After aU,
a teacher's realm is nnt limited to
the text btx3k they use while teaching a subject area, but focuses
more on how consistently their
students are absorbing the nmterial. The effectiveclassroom manager needs to understand, to integrate when possible, and most of
all he able to utilize the entire
"package" of strategies available
to them.
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The Fmilitative Role of Leadership in T m o m w ' s
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T h e rwcgnition of and sensitivity to the new demands which
have been placed upol-r schrml
leaders in the 90's is paramount to
the s~iccessof the element of d u cational change referred to as
"school rtlform." A social climate
which fosters participative management and teacher involvement
in yrokssional decision rnaking
will no longer permit leadership
tcl take the form of independentlv
initiated and directed cl-range.
Conversely, changing the school
environment will require that a
leader be skillful in functiorung as
a catalyst in facilitating the interaction and involvemrnt of constituents.
Once viewed as the primary
decisinn maker and manager in
the educational setting, the leader
in schucils of tomorrow must assume the role of one who provides
assistance to and collabr rates
with others in the making of quality decisions. The role of the leader
as facilitator is confotrndedby the
fact that it is the individud in this
leadership position who will i l t i mately be held accnctntable for the
quality of the decisions made, as
well as the uutcornes which result
as prcducts of decisions. How
then can the schucll leaders insl~re
or, at best, increase the probability
that q i ~ a l i t ydecisinns are made at
the local school level?
February, 1992

In order todeal with thiscritical clc~estionof accountability, the
criterion on which dwisions wlll
be measured must be made clear.
In the final analysis, school decisions will be measured from one
major
perspective-student
achievement and perfcjrmance
nutcomes. Thus, in identifying

leadership qualities and behaviors of effective school leaders of
the future, it is important to focus
upon those characteristics and attributes which have b e n demonskrated as either directly or indirwtly related to student and/iw
school achievement.
The effectiveschools research
and school reform efforts of the
1970s and 1980s stimulated an interest in understanding exemplary schr?ulleadership. A host oi
descriptors are associatd with
strong school leadership, but
much work renlaitls to be done
toward understanding leadership
arid its rdatiorlship to instruction
and learning in schools (Blase and
K u h y, 1 '192).
The compIer: n a t ~ u eof leadership has been the fwus of theoreticians, researchers, and practitioners alike and has resulted in
volumes of Literature an the trjpjc.
The definitions of leadership
abound, aibeit as illusive a concept as love-4fficuIt to describe
or explain but readily recognized.
Thresholds in Education

A review of this body of titerahue
is beyond the scope of tlus article
and may be found in other wurces
such as that prepared by Mc-

Cadey (1990).
The focus of this paper is on
one element of sc11ool leadership
that has been the object of much
recent attention. T h i s element is
the reconceptualized role of the
leader in the decision making
prcwess. Decision making in
schools has evolved from the
autonomous functiorl of an individual to include the constituents
of schmls as partners in the process. As Blase and Kirby (1992) suggest, "Instead of viewing partidpation and delegation as confessions of their inaptitude, effective
leaders should tout them as
badges of their genius." Tius
change is difficult ftlr some in that
many schwl adminishators have
functioned as guardians of the organization and the status quo and,
hence, have protectecl the organ]zation against shifts in power and
authority (Willower, 1991). It appears that in c~rclerto successfully
enhance performance, a leader
must understand the impact of
authority, power, and influence.
In spite of the widespread use of
the term "power," other concepts
such as authority and influence
are often associatecl with power
thus rendering the term definitely
21

indistinct. If power is defined as
"influence potential" (English,
1975), this may banslate power
into the resource that enables the
leader to induce desird performance from others.

Power, Authority, and
Influence
Ski fts in the degrees of power
and authority into the purvcle nf
teachers, school councils, and
other represer~tativegroups are
designed to increase the professionalization of teaching as well as
give educators more control and
flexibility in their respective classrooms (Timar, 1989). Although
classrrx~m teaching has been
viewed as being a rather isolated
world, where one operates independer~tlywhen the doors are
closed, it appears that a "zero sum
game" has been in effect in regard
to more comprehensive roles of
the teacher in the organization.
When individuals interpret the organization as limiting, problem
solving and decision makmg capacities are reduced. The schm1
leader facilitates opportunities for
growth, influences through ernpowerment, and has power to
delegate. Shared and accepted legitimation becomes the base from
which qnali ty decisions are made.
Professional and bureaucratic organizations differ with respect to autonomy and conformity. The mphasis on formal
authority in bureaucracies clash
with the professional valuing of
expertise. Rosenholz (1989) distinguished autonomy in schools
as being freedom horn and freedon) to. Teachers who were provided vppurtunities for learning
and cc)Uaboration were more comm itted to their students and felt a
fteedorn to grow and develop
with fewer limitations. Empowerment requires more than providing opportunities to act, and par-

ticipatory decision making alone
may not increase the power of
teachers to improve schools @lase
and Kirby, 1992). As Hawley
(1 988) noted, the ability of schools
to improve student achievement
is "conditioned by the collective
competence levels of the teachers
involved." The reliance on existing repertoire of skills and knnwledge rather than engaging in opportt~nitiesto build upon that base
will not suffice (Weiss, 1990).

Empowerment and
Efficacy
Prnfessional empowernlent
may be defined as a set of strilctures, prclcesses and/or behaviors
that result in individuals believing they have increased conttd
over their professional environment. The set of beliefs and self
perceptions that teachers have
about their ability to control and
manage their professional world
has bee11coined by Ashton (1985)
as professional efficacy, or more
specifically "teacher efficacy''
when referring to the professional
envirmment of the classrmm
teacher.
An assumption seems to be
conveyed in some of the literature
that teacher performance will be
improved as a result of empowerment and its by-products Wst,
1989). Logically, this assumption
seems valid, however, little evidence exists to substantiate the
contention that teacher empowerinent will independently unprove
teacher performance. It is submitted, therefore, that school restructuring and reform efforts are
d m m ed to fail w e if school leaders
rely solely on teacher empowerment as the vehicle for school improvement. In addition to sound
leadership practices that have
been shown to influence schclol effectiveness, the adoption of
shared decision making, school
Thresholds in Education

councils, and site-based management have made the variable uf
empowerment even more significant. It is contended that even
though empowerment w m s tc) be
a logical and critical variable in
school improvement, the related
variable of teacher efficacy has
been significant in ciiscussions of
teacher performance and student
achievement (Ashton, 19%; Ashton and Webb, 1986; de Charms,
1968; 1976). It is the thesis of this
article that a major challenge for
leaders in vur schools is the focus
on creating a clirnn te and envi ronment which facilitates efficacy,
not merely empowerment.
Trad~tionally, research on the
n~otivationalconshct of teacher
efficacy has been based on the
teacher's perceptions and beliefs
about self regarding the capability
tct influence student learning. This
focus on teachers' perceptions is
not surprising because early studies conducted by the Rand Corporation involving this constn~ct
demonstrated significant relationships between teacher efficacy
and student achievement (Ashton, 1985). However, the implications of this construct led to conclusions that are too simpListic because teacher efficacy and student
achievement are can~plex cnnstructs, Personal beliefs about
one'^ effectiveness regarchg influence on others is a multifaceted
phenomenon.

Borrowing ideas proposed by
Bandwa (1977), Ashton (1 9%) in a
review of the research on teacher
efficacy pointed out that efficacy is
a multifaceted trait influenced by
one's behavior, beliefs, self-perceptions, and
environment.
Hence, it is proposcd that the development of a teacher's sense of
efficacy goes beyond classrw~m
interaction experiences which
provide feedback on teaching performance and student learning.
Efficacy is influenced by additional environmental variables

t
b

such as collegial and adminisbatnr relatinnships and interactions,
as well as familial and swietal influences. Ashtun used Bronfenbrenner's (1976) ecolc~gicalmodel
to illustrate numerous factors than
can influence a teacher's sense of
efficacy.These factors range from
the teacher's imrnediate setting
( i t . , the classroom) to the econvmic, educational, legal, and poli tical institutions which might
have an impact on a teacher's
thoughts, feelings, and behavior.
It is important for the school
leader to assist teachers in identifying how schwIs can influence
these factors which, in hun, influence cognitive views of self and
personal capabhties.

Leadership,
Knowledge, and
Achievement
Much of the literature on
school reform has been d r w ted
toward issues of governance and
policy. With due respect to t h e h portcmceof these elements in t h e
d e s i p and conduct of schools,
student achievement vis-a-vis

teacher efficacy must consider the
knowledge bas&) of leadership,
curricul~unand instruction, and
teaching and learning. From an
operational as well as philosophical standpoint,nne might view the
major players in schools as having
discrete properties and functions
as shown in Figure 1. This model
suggests that interacti~nis linear,
with little merging wen though
there is some degree of reciprncity
and distribution of information.
The Venn diagram in Figure
2 reflects the eclucatinnal enterprise as a community of learners,
with information and knowledge
blended. As Senge (1990) proposed, superior performance depends on superior learning. One
cannot presume that student
a ~ h i e v e ~ e and
n t outcomes based
performance is independynt of the
learning, effectiveness, and efficacy of those in positions of leadership and teaching in schools.
From a corporate perspective, the
bottom line is, indeed, student
achievement. Likewise, those
who serve as stewards must have
sbong convictions about the nahire c ~ learning
f
organizations.

Figure 1

In presenting a "blueprint"
for empowering teachers, Maeroff
(1988) suggested three key areas
in which teachers' sense dprofessional empowerment coidd be enhanced. These areas were teachers' (a) status, @) knowledge, and
(c) access to decision making.
Strategies that are designed to involve teachers in shared decision
making and in the determillation
of school policies and curriculum
can provide the teacher with a
sense of professionalism and personal dgnity. The teacher's environment is often plagued by isolation, time pressures, and excessive
paperwork-all of which may
lead the teacher to perceive little
personal control. Additional programmatic inbusions will not
change these factors. If teachers
are to overcc~methese perceptions, then opportunities for coUegial interaction must be provided
and encnuragd. In addition, the
old adage that "knowledge is
power" remains true for the professiond setting. Teachers need
opportunities to increabe their
knowledge base in critical areas of
their profession so that they can
meet the expectations of expertise
that they have for themselves and
demonstrate this expertise.
Historical deficiencies in salary and benefit schedules have
forced teachers o i ~ of
t the classroom. The result has been an accumulation of somewhat meaningless credit hours as opposed to
time spent engaged in meaningti11
and relevant pursuits of career
and life g d s .

Concluding
Comments
To say the least, the leader of
tomorrow's schcmls must possess
a belief in his/her own abdity to
facilitate a school environment
which reflects shared decision
making and the confidence that

r

r
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collaborative efforts will result in
enhanced learning outcomes and
the inlpruvement of life in schnr~ls.
Inherently, if the school leader is
to facilitate an environment of
school efficacy, h e or she must exude a personal sense nf efficac y as
well as confidence in the faculty
and staff. SuccessfuI schclols of tomorrow will reflect a team effort
and the exenl plary leader will be
the individual who can facilitate
the development of a team-a
team that executes responsibilj ties
and duties through a c o n v i c t i o ~ ~
that its members can make a dlference in the achievement, perfcxmance, and lives of students.
This requires wdl, as well as skill,
in leadership.

Figure 2

A Model reflecting school constituents as a learning community.
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Refocusing and Redirecting School Leadership for
the 21st Centuvu
by Don Chaiker
Don Chlker is Head and Associate ProJessor, Dqurbtitw t of Administrat ion,
Curriculum and Instruction, Westcm Cnrolinu Utlizltmity, Cullowhee, North
Carolina.

Refocusing and redirertinp. the
role of the 21st century schobl administrator has assunled a sense
of urgency. America 2000, t h e ambitious education agenda unveiled by the President of the
United States, is spawning the development of new and different
school designs. Requested are
new educational designs that
break the mold d traditional education and create new and different high performance schmls P e signs for a New Generation o f
America's Schools, 1991). New,
innovative, high performance
schools will require innovative,
high performance leaders.
What future role changes are
necessary toassure the presence of
innovative, high performance
school administrators? Presented
in the following paragraphs is a
vision of educational leadership
for the 21st century. The vision is
a synthesis of the author's perMnal experience as a building adrrurustrator and school superintendent and a personal search for
a futuristic role suitable for educational leaders. The vision of tomorrow's school leadership is
broad, forsuccessful refocusingof
the school administrator's role
ttlr~stnot be timid. Tinkering with
traditional patterns of management is not sufficient. Michaels
(1988) claims that leaders need to
sort values, develop new belief
systems and ultimately create
sc hook that fmter improved
26

learning. Clearly, improved learning in the 21st century WLUrequire
sch~wladmini~batorswith new
and different skills, knowledge
and values.
The future skills, knowledge
and values needed by 21 st century
arirninisbatws are present4 in
two different packages. Presentd
first are generic changes so vital
and inclusive that they must be
adopted by all future school administra tors. Following the presentation of general change, baditional individual administrative
roles are examined and projected
in to the 21 st century. Positions examined are the assistant principal,
the principd and superintendent
of schools.

Skills for All Future
School Administrators
Koestenbaum (1 991) identifies five issues business leaders
must face in the 21st century:
technology, globalization, repetition of change, cooperation and
freedom. One could argue that all
five issues are applicable to educational leaders. I chmse to emphasize t~hnologyand cmperation,
however, as two issues abmlutely
essential for the future success of
all educational leaders. A third issue, change, permeates all the
thoughts presented in this vision
of new school leadership. Giubali-
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zatiorl and freedom are issues to
be addressed another day.

Cooperation means overcoming fienation, learning to
work together and accomplishing
results through mobihzing people
(Koestenbalm, 1991). Staff cooperation seems to be progressing
positively in this decade and is,
therefore, not addressed as a fuhrre concern. Cooperation with
parents, however, is a concern
with serious future repercussions.
New school deigns can be created,
but world class schools desired by
miety will not become realities
until school personnel and parents cooperate to clarify the values
and responsibilities of both parties.
What d u e s must be clarified? Parents and children must
assume responsibility for learning. Schools must assume responsibility for teaching. Both parties
must get serious about teaching
and learning. The lack uf cooperation that exists t ~ d ya m u ~ be
t diminished and a super strong partnership between home and school
created. SchmI leaders of the hiture must attack this problem, for
other parties lack understanding.
In fact, miety blames educators
for many student fdures beyond
the school's control. Students
often come to schtwl with littleincentive to learn, and without an
estabfished work ethic. In the future, cooperation hetween home
and schnol is essential if xl~cmls
Febnuanr, 1992
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are to create a successf id learning
environment.
Making optimum use of rapidly changing technology is a second vital change that must be
adopted hy all future administrators. One of the most remarkable
crcurrences of the last half of the
20th cetltury has been the develnpment nf technology. Its fuhue
potential for learning is almost tinlimited (Millard, 1991). Obstacles
exist, however, that must be overcome before technology can effectively improve student learning;
obstacles that schooI administrators must be prepared to address.
First, school adm inisbaturs in significant numbers have notpersonally learned to use new technology and have not grasped the
changing role af technology in the
classroom. School leaders tou
often delegate administrative use
of technology to a secretary and
use of classroom technology to
staff .Technology rnight be understood by everyone in the school
organization.
Administrators
rnust serve as tncdels for classroom teachers who resist the
change promised by new technology and who fear the hvasion of
the sanctity of their classrmm. All
competent 21st century leaders
must be technology specialists.

Role Reversal: the
21st Century
Assistant Principal
No doubt it seems hackward
to intrcduce a model that refocuses schml leadership with the

t
t

position of assistant principal. After all, why start at the bottom of
the administrative ladder? The assistant principal has historically
been afforded little attention as a
serious contributor to itistructional leadership in America's
schools. Tasks traditionally &stasteful to the principal, discip line, attendance and extracur-

ricular supervision, are assigned
to the assistant. In a given day, the
assistant principal helps some
teachers with classroom behavior
problems and disciplines the
worst student offenders

Administrators
must seme as
models for
classroom
teachers who
resist the change
promised by new
technology and
who fear the
invasion of the
sanctity of their
classroom.

principals should allow the assistant principal to make significant
contributions to the general educational program of the xhool
and the school district (NASSP's
Council on the Assistant Principalship, 1991). To accomplish this,
the folIowing two role enhancers
are suggested .
First, since the assistan t principal is the adminisbator closest to
students, he or she should expect
to assume the role of student advocate. In many school districts,
this will be a role reversal from the
currently assigned role of student
adversary. A new role s u g g ~ t as
new title for the 21st century assistant: Associate Principal for Student Growth and Development.
As the title suggats, the new associate must become an expert regarding the subject of sh~dent
learning and achievement. Lmportant components of the associate
principal's future role are:
the initiation of strategies that
promote student motivation,

The assistant principal encounters criminal violations that
only armedlaw officers would encounter outside school. The assistant principal also spends valuable time locating missing students who probably should not be
attending school. Other duties are
equally oubageous and time consuming. In North Carolina, for example, the assistant principal supervises bus drivers and actually
drives the bus when substituts
are not available. In the best of
circumstances, the principal involves the assistant in some instructional matters, but meaningful involvement is limited by the
assignment of many mundane responsibilities.
Can the 21st century assistant
principal becc~mea dynamic resource in imprnvir~gducation for
youth? The answer is yes, but only

if the job description changes. The
future job description for assistant

the application of learning theory and practice that help students succeed,
the acquisition of expertise on
studentsmt-risk, and the initiation of rograms that help atrisk stu ents succeed,

$

the application of developmentai counseling to student problems.
The asmiate must be responsible
for refocusing the schoo! counselor's rclle in this area.
A second role change also
provides role enhancement for tomorrow's associate principal.
Since the position will continue to
be the entry level for aU other leadership positions in the organization, assmiate principals must be
socialized into the larger schml
leadership arena. Tday's associate principals are tomorrow's site
bas& and schml district leaders.
Swialization must include practice of leadership skills needed by

J
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principds, central office specialists
and
superintendents.
NASSP's Council on the Assistant
Principalship (1991) concludes
that the assistant principalship
will be enhanced by inclusion in
schcw1 decision-making, invulvement in teacher supervision and
active participation in instructional leadership.
How can a new role be considered when the life of tday's
assistant principal is so hectic?
Admittdly, the new associate
principal will still need to share
responsibility for student disciplne, attendance and student activities. Student problems will not
disappear in the next century, but
hopefully, new social orders that
m e s s parenting will better prepare students for schnol. Assistants also can be helped by other
persons. Teachers must assume
additional responsibility for discipline problems. Students who violate the law should become the
responsibility of the police. Paraprofessionals can be trained tn intercede in less serious discipline
problems and parents must be
held more accountable fur student
behavior.
To insure success, administrator preparation programs must
adjust to the role change, and staff
development for school administrators must be available in large
doses. Change wilI not be easy,
but the traditional mold must be
broken.

The School Principal
in the 21st Century
A more gentle role change is

projected for the school principal
in the 21st century. Today, the role
of the principal is viewed variously as building manager, administrator, politician, change
agent and instructional leader. Recent research suggests that the
principal is an essential contribu-

sion has been available for
tor to school improvement. Simulsome time, but teachers claim
taneously, the emergence of calittle use by principals. Peer sureer ladder plans, teacher centers
pervision 1s also a worthy cliniand lead teachers suggest a dimincal idea that should be more
ished leadership role for the prineffective. Better supervision of
cipal. Pilot programs have been
teachers should result in imtried that actually eliminate the
proved teaclung but also the reprincipal from the governance
moval of ineffectiveteachers, a
structure.
necessity for improvement.
Considering the conflict,
Principals must master the art
what is the projected role for the
of shared decision-makin and
principal? The 21st century princiconsensus. Brightman ( 9M),
pal will not disappear but will restudied the arnot~nt of time
main a strong site based instrucprincipals spent in decisional
tional leader. Role enhancement,
roles and reported that decision
making consumed 50°h of their
however, depends on the princitime. Little change in that figpal's acceptance of the instrucure is expected in the next centional role rather than a managetury, but rapid information rement role. Some principals do act
trieval
will enable rincipals
as instructional leaders, but others
and teachers to ma e better,
often fail to exhibit day-to-day infaster decisions.
structional leadership. ConfiPrinci als in the 21st century
dence is lacking. Renewed confimust e researchers. The prindence in school leadership will recipal must be a consutner of efquire the retention, recn~ilment,
fective schcwl research and intraining, selection, and evaluation
itiate site based research.
of a corps of s c h d principals for
Future principals must be
the 21st century who clearly unhighly visible site-based leadderstand the meaning of schoolers. Le islated 1earning;popuing; in a democratic society, poslar in t e 90's, is not ro ucin
sess leadership ability, and perexpected results; an the loc
form professional roles in such a
unit should become the instrucmanner that teachers are comrnittional decision-maker. Future
ted to create excellent schools
principals will lead a profes(Smith & Andrew s, 1989).
sional model of schml overnEarlier, the role of the assisance less affected by pofitics.
tant principal was suggested as
Principals will continue to
student advocate. The principal
face time consuming managemust be an qually strong advoment tasks, but instructional leadcate and role model for teachers.
erslup must become a priority.
The principal's role as a teacher
Again, leadership preparation
advocate includes the following
programs must help with this
components:
change and in-service efforts must
be supportive.
Principals must model effective
teaching and learnin
must be prepared to ring
He'she
out
The Superintendent:
the best in teachers. The principal must understand new in- New Leadershi for
~tiativesin teaching and sup21st Century sc 001s
port staff development activities.
The superintendent is perhaps
the most important player in
Principals must become clinical
the
design
for 2lst century school
supervisors who
teacher behavior and see m- adminisbation. The power of the
position supports a role change
provement. Clinical supervi-
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that ernbelhshes the total educational governance system. From
top to bottom, school governance
must be refocuwd and reclirectd,
and the superintendent must become the change agent.
The poten tid leaclership
power of the superintendent will
be released only if major restructuring mcurs. I suggest that t h e
school buper intendent advocate
and actively work for the following changes in school governance:

Ikgislated learning must. be
tempered. While the state must
maintain legal resporuibilit
for rovidin quality schclo ing,kgislate%learning has become oppressive to educaturs
and i s not prducing pmmised
improved learning. Superintendents milst advcwlate a sitebased decision rnakin model
and sup nrt local teac ers and
princjp s as primary instructional decision makers.
Superintendents have a n obLigation to bain and support site
haseci educatc~rs.

ing school governance, he / she
wilI need to enhance the superintendent's leadership rde.

Instmctional
leadership .roil1
characterize the
future role of
y rincipals and
superintendents.

7
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At the local level the bad tional

board of education should be
restructurd as education enters the 21st centur . Whether
a pointed (lr elected: the board
s ould be advisclry and should
be composed uf teachers, admilustrators, parents, community leaders and university
educators. Once useful in a Lebs
complex society, the current
elec t d lay board of education
is hecormng a LiabiIity. Too
often, pcditics dominate the local board,and individual board
members are not student oriented. Today's superintendent
spends far tm muctl time caring for h a r d members who
often have little impact on the
instructional success ofschools.
Superintendents should become professional leaclers
rather h a n nurturers of a la
board of education not we I
prypared to make educational
dec~sions.
Whether or not the superintendent is successful in restructur-

1
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The 21 st centur superintendent will need to e avisionary
far beyond the expectations of
the 90s. Change wdl take place
rapidly and the superintendent
must erceive trends and react
quick fy: Visioning, reacting,
and facilitating c harlge in a productive way will be a major
challenge fcor tomorrow's superintendent.

6

The 21st century superintendent must be an expert at sbategic planning, a pmess not
uswl widel in today'sschcx>ls.
Hnning will be a VPStrategic
hicle
use to involve all members of the school corn rnuIUty in
the decision-making process.
Strategic planning w d {mmote research h m d teac lng
and learning.

S

The superintendent in the next
century must provide the leadership necessary to establish
site-based leadershi . The roles
previously outline for buildlng administrators become reality on1y if the superintendent
beheves in moving decisiclns
closer to the classroom. Professional autonomy must be
granted to teachers corn arable
to autonomy granted ot er professionals.

8
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Future superintendents must
continue to be team organizers,
cormrlrinity resource persons,
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instructional leaders, and organizational managers. Or-

ganization of the central office
staff must support the goals
and objectives of 21st century
schools. Key ermns will be assigned the o[o f improving instruction, develo ing cwperative relations wi parents, and
providing m a x i m u n ~ use of
new technology. The reatest
mission of the centraf office
staff will be support of site
based management.

tl

Conclusion: The Art
of Instructional
Leadership
Education will change in the
21st century and school admini-

stration will successfully change
to meet new educational designs.
New knowledge will be rapidly
applied to the learning process,
new tedmolagy will assist learning, m ~ dnew prcwesses will be irnplemented to improve schm~ling.
Cooperation will bring parents
and educators closer together. Instructional leadership will cha racterize the future role of principals
and superintendents.
But educational leadership is
more than a science. Educational
leaderslup is analogous to directing a symphony. Input must be
harmoniously blended to create
beautiful music. School leaders for
the next century must learn theart
of conducting. Hodgkinson (1991)
agees that administration is
closer to an art than a science.
Hodgkinson suggests, "It is legitimate for the practical leader to
pursue buth and accept maxims
wherever they can be found. Maxims are grounded in experience
what works. For administrators,
mega maxims are:
Know the task.
Know the situation.
Know the followership.
Know oneself."
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Antisocial Behavior:A Social Learning Perspective
in an Educational Context
by David Pulnnm, Jr., R. Alan Williams, and Dana Stolz Gray
David Putnarn, Jr. is a psychologist with the North Clackawlas School District it!
M i l w ukie, OR. Research and applied interests include the assessmrnt and trtutrnent
of antisocial youth, children with Attention Dqicit Hyperactivity Disordtr, and
Curriculum-B~sedMeasurement.
R. Aln~rWdlidtns is the Pmgrurn Administrator @the Child attd Adolescent Units
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District in T o p n i s h , WA. Specialty interests includ~antisocial behavior in school
settings, Attaztion Dgieif Hypmdiuity Disorder, and Cuwiculu~nBnsecl
Measurement.
P u b l i c edura ton are inundated
with students that bring a wide
range of significant an tisr~ialbehaviors t~ the schrwl setting.
These behaviors have serious implications for the students themselves, for others iri the schml setting, and fclr the communities in
which they live and will impact as
adults. Furthermore, if antisocial
behaviors persist into adulthood
they may lead to a variety of associatrd problems, such as marital
discord, maladaptive p m n ling,
legal problems, substanc~abuse,
and interpersonal communication
(Robins & Ratcliff, 1979).
The present article examines
the population of students referred to as "antisocial" youth.
Antisocial youth arecharacterized
by significant and enduring di fficulties interacting with their en\+
ronment due to their aggressive
interactiorw and disregard for social ndes and the rights of others.
For the younger child, these difficul ties may be manifested by defiance at home, chrcrnic arguing
with parents, and excessive fight-

Fcbruani, 1992

ing with siblings and peers. As
these students reach middle childhood, difficulties move to the
schcwI setting. Typically, these
students are defiant and dsruptive in the classroom, are aggressive with peers, and frequently encounter school administrators for
disciplinary actions. Moreover,
these students tend to have more
learning difficulties, which may
be directly related to their behavioral difficulties. Finally, if the
progression continues, the aggressive behavior moves to delinquent
behavior in the community.
The costs to society in terms
of dollars and human resources
are staggering. The i-run~berof
children engaging in antisocial behavior is increasing in the U.S. at a
steady rate. According tn the Juvenile Crime Statistics Federal Bureau of Investigation (1988) there
are more crimes cmnmitted by
adolescents and more violent
crimes against people and property by yu11th under 18 than ever
before. Kazdin (1985), in his review of the impact of this pop&Thresholds in Education

tion, noted that over one billion
dollars are spent each year to

maintain the juverde justice system, with an estimated 5500 million
dollars spent annually on school
vandalism alone.

The Develo ment of
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Antisocial ehavior

1s it possible to understand
this population adequately to empower educators and related service providers to attack the problem? Though there are many contributing factors, there appears to
be a reliable developmental
course in cases of sipficant and
enduring antisocial behaviors.

This clevelopmental progression
has bwn studied most exhaustively by Patterson and his cdleagues at the Oregon Social
Learning Center, and has been
s LI nmlarized by Patterson, Debarysle, & Rarnsey (1989). They
suggest that,
. . . Child behaviors at
one stage lead to predict31
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